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An Active Interferometric Method for Extreme
Impedance On-Wafer Device Measurements

Haris Votsi, Chong Li, Senior Member, IEEE, Peter H. Aaen, Senior Member, IEEE,
and Nick M. Ridler, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— Nano-scale devices and high-power transistors1

present extreme impedances, which are far removed from the2

50-� reference impedance of conventional test equipment, result-3

ing in a reduction in the measurement sensitivity as compared4

with impedances close to the reference impedance. This letter5

describes a novel method based on active interferometry to6

increase the measurement sensitivity of a vector network analyzer7

for measuring such extreme impedances, using only a single8

coupler. The theory of the method is explained with supporting9

simulation. An interferometry-based method is demonstrated10

for the first time with on-wafer measurements, resulting in an11

improved measurement sensitivity for extreme impedance device12

characterization of up to 9%.13

Index Terms— Calibration, extreme impedance measurement,14

interferometry, vector network analyzer (VNA).15

I. INTRODUCTION16

THE demand for characterizing extreme impedance17

devices in numerous applications has been rapidly18

growing. Examples of these devices are nanowires, carbon19

nanotubes, and graphene materials, which have impedances20

on the order of the quantum resistance (≈13 k�) [1], [2].21

These impedances are “extremely high” as compared with the22

50-� reference impedance of a vector network ana-23

lyzer (VNA). When measuring the S-parameters of these24

devices, a large portion of the electromagnetic (EM) waves are25

reflected back to the test ports. Conventional VNAs have poor26

sensitivity for extreme impedance device characterization,27

due to inadequate measurement resolution of high reflection28

coefficients [3].29

To date, several interferometry-based methods have been30

introduced addressing this issue. The interferometry principle31

uses the superposition of the reflected wave from an extreme32

impedance device under test (DUT) and a wave generated33

from a controlled source or reflected from a known reference34

impedance, called the cancelation wave. The aim is for the35

two waves to combine destructively and cancel the reflected36

wave (b1) transmitted toward the VNA’s receiver. These results37
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the simulation test setup. Sources 1 and 2 provide the
excitation and cancelation waves for the DUT, respectively.

in a measurement close to 50 �, where the equipment has 38

optimum measurement sensitivity. 39

Randus and Hoffmann [4] introduced a passive interfero- 40

metric method using a VNA, which used the reflection of 41

known reference impedance as the cancelation wave. Other 42

research groups [5], [6] presented different setups based on the 43

same principle but using a set of reference impedances or an 44

impedance tuner as a reference impedance. In [7], an active 45

interferometric method was introduced that uses an injected 46

signal, controlled by an I/Q mixer connected to a low-noise 47

amplifier, for the cancelation of the reflection signal. In [8], 48

an evaluation of the measurement resolution of a VNA, 49

based on the setup of [7], was presented but only results 50

for impedances up to 500 � were demonstrated. Both the 51

passive and active methods introduced, require complicated 52

measurement setups, potentially increasing the measurement 53

uncertainty. Moreover, the components used in the setups often 54

limit the frequency range capability of the methods within their 55

bandwidths. 56

In this letter, a new approach that is based on a direct 57

microwave active interferometric method is presented. This 58

method requires only the use of a single coupler and can 59

significantly improve the measurement sensitivity of a VNA 60

for extreme impedance devices in the m� or k� range. 61

The principal idea of the proposed method is to generate 62

the cancelation wave, for the DUT’s reflection wave, using 63

the second source of the VNA. In this letter, the method is 64

demonstrated using simulation and measurement data for high- 65

impedance devices. 66

II. METHODOLOGY 67

The schematic used for the development and simulation 68

of this technique is shown in Fig. 1. The internal VNA 69

directional coupler is used for the separation of the exci- 70

tation (a) and reflected (b) waves within the VNA and 71

the external directional coupler is used to inject a signal 72

to the DUT’s reflected wave. To describe approximately 73

the behavior of a conventional VNA, the one-port error 74
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Fig. 2. Simulation of the calculated load resistance and reactance of an ideal
resistor, varying between 50 � to 5 k�, using the proposed method, labeled
“New method,” and a conventional VNA, labeled “VNA.”

terms (directivity, source match, and tracking error terms)75

of a Keysight N5247A PNA-X microwave network ana-76

lyzer were included in the simulation schematic, as the77

S-parameter block between the two couplers, as was done78

in [8]. The error terms were obtained from a short-open-79

load (SOL) calibration performed at one of the PNA-X’s ports,80

labeled as Ref. 1 (reference plane 1) in Fig. 1. Ref. 2 (reference81

plane 2) indicates the DUT’s position in the circuit and the82

reference plane of the proposed method.83

An SOL calibration is performed with source 2 turned OFF.84

Then, an extreme impedance standard (EIS), which has a85

known high value of reflection coefficient magnitude, is mea-86

sured with source 2 turned ON. The magnitude and phase87

of source 2 are adjusted to cancel the reflected wave of the88

EIS. For the impedance calculation of the DUT, the following89

equation is used:90

ZDUT = Z0[1+(�+�REF)]
[1−(�+�REF)]

�DUT = � + �REF
(1)91

where ZDUT and �DUT are the impedance and reflection92

coefficients of the extreme impedance DUT, respectively,93

Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the measurement system,94

� is the measured reflection coefficient of the DUT with the95

cancelation wave present, and �REF is the known reflection96

coefficient of the EIS.97

A simulation using Keysight’s ADS was performed at98

a single frequency (1.8 GHz), to compare the impedance99

characterization of a resistor using a VNA system only100

(at Ref. 1 in Fig. 1) and this method (at Ref. 2). An ideal resis-101

tor (Z = R+ j0) of 1 k� was used as the EIS in the simulation.102

In addition, an ideal resistor varying between 50 � to 5 k�103

was used as the DUT. In order to define an error range in the104

calculated ZDUT compared with its actual value (Z ACT U AL ),105

the relative variation of the impedance to the reflection coef-106

ficient variation was used [9]: ∂ ZDUT/ZDUT = [(ZDUT +107

Z0)
2/2ZDUT Z0]∂�, where ∂� is the difference between the108

actual reflection coefficient of the DUT and �DUT. Fig. 2109

shows the calculated error in ZDUT. Close to 50 �, the VNA110

introduces a smaller error compared with the proposed method111

due to its high measurement sensitivity in this range. However,112

moving toward the extreme impedance region the proposed113

method reduces significantly the error in the calculation of the114

ZDUT with optimum sensitivity at 1 k�, which is the EIS’s115

impedance.116

Fig. 3. Simulation of the calculated DUT resistance using the proposed
method for different values obtained from �50� − �EIS.

To investigate the effect of an imperfect cancelation of the 117

EIS’s reflection on the proposed method, a simulation was 118

performed to achieve different values for �50� − �EIS, where 119

�50� is the calibrated reflection coefficient of a 50-� load 120

with source 2 turned OFF and �EIS is the calibrated reflection 121

coefficient of the EIS with source 2 present. Fig. 3 shows the 122

calculated error in the obtained resistance of an ideal resistor 123

using the proposed method varying between 50 � to 5 k�. 124

The results indicate that, in order to achieve high accuracy, 125

the difference between the two reflection coefficients should 126

be as small as possible. Therefore, the following equations 127

must be satisfied, with the value of 0.001 selected to ensure 128

an error below 10% in the calculation of ZDUT up to 5 k�: 129

real(�50� − �EIS) ≤ |0.001| 130

imag(�50� − �EIS) ≤ |0.001| (2) 131

Since the proposed method relies on knowing �REF, it is 132

critical that the EIS has a reflection coefficient that the VNA 133

can characterize accurately. Therefore, it is recommended that 134

�REF ≤ |0.5| where the VNA can characterize it within 135

approximately an error range of 3%. However, the higher 136

�REF is, the better the cancelation of the DUT’s reflection 137

will be. This will result in a measurement closer to 50 �, 138

where the VNA has higher measurement resolution. 139

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 140

Measurements of two extreme impedance devices were 141

performed at 1.8 GHz using the proposed technique. For 142

the S-parameter measurements, a Keysight N5247A PNA-X 143

with option 088 was used. Option 088 enables the control 144

of the relative phase and power between the two inter- 145

nal sources of the analyzer [10]. The devices measured 146

were planar offset opens based on a coplanar waveguide 147

design, with a conductor width of 100 μm, separated by 148

66 μm from the ground lines. The conductors consist of 149

a 500-nm-thick gold (Au) layer and a 25-nm-thick 150

titanium (Ti) layer, for adhesion purposes, placed on a 400-μm 151

gallium arsenide (GaAs) dielectric substrate. For the measure- 152

ment an MPI Corporation TS-2000 SE probe station and two 153

MPI Titan 26 GHz ground-signal-ground (GSG) probes with 154

a 150-μm pitch were used. 155

The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 4, including the 156

PNA-X and a single directional coupler. Port 1 (source 1) 157

and port 4 (source 2) of the PNA-X are used to provide 158

the excitation and cancelation waves, respectively. In order 159
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Fig. 4. Photograph and schematic of the measurement setup.

Fig. 5. Measured and simulated reflection coefficient of (a) 1.14 and
(b) 2.14 mm offset opens. The circle, diamond, and triangle symbols represent
the reflection coefficients measured using the PNA-X only, using the proposed
method and the EM simulation of the devices, respectively.

for the cancelation wave to overcome the 30-dB coupling of160

the coupler used, within the power level range of the VNA161

sources (−30 to +10 dBm), the input power of port 1 was162

set to −30 dBm. This measurement setup provides phase163

coherence between the two internal sources of the PNA-X and164

eliminates the need for external equipment. A power calibra-165

tion is performed at the end of the cable on port 4 and then a166

SOL-thru calibration is carried out at the probe tips of the GSG167

probes. After the calibration has been completed, the cable168

from port 4 is connected to the directional coupler (toward169

port 1), which was terminated with a 50-� load during the170

calibration.171

An offset open with the length of 0.514 mm was used172

as the EIS, and an EM simulation was performed to obtain173

its reflection coefficient. The EM simulation of the EIS174

and the DUTs were implemented in em from Sonnet Soft-175

ware. Two offset opens were measured, with the lengths of176

1.14 and 2.14 mm, as they are expected to generate a reflection177

wave with a phase close to the one of the EIS at this frequency.178

Hence, the cancelation wave would minimize the reflected179

waves of these devices appropriately, toward 50 �.180

Two sets of measurements were performed on the two181

DUTs, to have a measurement comparison between the pro-182

posed method and a conventional measurement. The first183

measurement was performed with source 2 turned OFF to184

obtain a measurement using the PNA-X only, and the second185

measurement was performed with source 2 turned ON to utilize186

the proposed method. The measured and simulated reflection187

coefficients of the devices are shown on a close-up of a188

Smith chart in Fig. 5, and the impedance analysis is presented189

in Table I. Comparing with the simulation of the DUTs,190

the magnitude of the impedances obtained through the pro-191

posed method has 8.8% and 2.4% better agreement compared192

with the results obtained using the conventional measurement,193

for the 1.14 and 2.14 mm offset opens, respectively. In terms194

TABLE I

SIMULATED AND MEASURED IMPEDANCES OF THE DUTS

of the phase of the impedances obtained, there is no change 195

in the agreement for the 1.14-mm device, whereas for the 196

2.14-mm device the proposed method resulted in an increased 197

agreement by 2%. Overall, a higher increase in the agreement 198

percentage is achieved for the 1.14-mm device as compared 199

with the 2.14 mm, because the cancelation wave, optimized 200

for the EIS, resulted in a measurement with a lower reflection 201

coefficient. This is due to the 1.14-mm device introducing a 202

reflection coefficient with phase closer to the one of the EIS 203

at this frequency. 204

IV. CONCLUSION 205

This letter has presented a novel method for high-frequency 206

extreme impedance device measurements based on using 207

a PNA-X and a directional coupler only. Compared with 208

conventional measurements, this method increases the mea- 209

surement sensitivity of the VNA for the impedance character- 210

ization of highly reflective devices at microwave frequencies. 211

Simulated results have been presented to validate the method, 212

accompanied with on-wafer measured data of two devices. The 213

agreement between simulated and measured values shows that 214

the proposed technique has been successful. 215
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